Perhaps a true incident will suffice to bring home the full force of this statement.
A barrister who for some 30 years had safely travelled' to and from his office in one of the Gray's Inn squares was one day during 1898 knocked down by a passing cab. He was picked up and taken to a general hospital which he had passed and repassed daily during all the years he had been in practice. The house surgeon on duty examined him, and it was discovered that he had sustained a fractured leg in addition to a number of more or less severe bruises. It was, of course, necessary to place him in a bed in one of the wards, and there ho remained until he was well enough to be removed to his own home in the suburbs. A few days after his removal the secretary of the hospital received a cheque for a handsome amount from him, and with the gift a letter in which he stated that until his personal experience of the excellent work done, and the real need supplied, by that general hospital he had not thought it necessary to subscribe regularly to its funds. He had, however, made up his mind that in the future one of the first calls upon his charity should be the whole of the general hospitals of London. The barrister referred to is now one of the active members of the committee of man;igoment of the hospital to which he was carried.
If On behalf of the single charity for the exclusive benefit of patients suffering from this dreadful disease the first claim it makes on the support of the public is that it is absolutely free. Another is that beds are set aside for life cases. Moreover, owing to the nature of the disease, a most liberal and expensive dietary has to be provided for both patients and nurses, and the dressings used far exceed both in quality and quantity those necessary at a general hospital. A special feature is made of bright, cheerful, and attractive surroundings, so as to do as much as possible to draw the thoughts of the patients from their sufferings, which, in many cases, are as keen mentally as physically.
CHILDREN.
Perhaps it may seem unnecessary to say a word in favour of the great claims which special hospitals for children have upon the continued support of the public. Love of children and sympathy for children in distress are so generally felt and often so loudly expressed that it is difficult to believe, although still it is the fact, that hospitals for these little ones are actually in want of money. It surely is not creditable to this great London in which we live that children full of that vitality and power of recovery which is inherent in youth and by aid of which they ought quickly to get well should be allowed to fade away in garrets, when by removal to the wards of a children's hospital they could almost certainly be restored to health, and helped to grow up to a" selfsupporting manhood. Yet such is the fact, and all for the sake of a few pounds! In asking people to give, and to give freely to the Hospital Sunday Fund, we feel that one great claim upon them is that a portion of the fund goes to the assistance of the children's hospitals. charitably minded may see how vast is the field and how great is the necessity for the assistance which we hope they will pour out without stint on Hospital Sunday, and partly in order that those who are careless and indifferent may, if they chance to study the facts which we have put together, be driven of very shame to contribute to the relief of the suffering men, and women, and children, who live along with them as fellow citizens, almost as neighbours, in this great city, persons whose lot when sickness comes upon them would be too sad for words were it not for the existence of the hospitals, for which in the name of Hospital Sunday?that great link between religionists of every creed?we now ask for help.
It is not much that is asked. Large donations are good, subscriptions are good, even legacies are good, although not so good, in fact, as some imagine, for they too often mean the loss of some good friend, whose help and support will be missed in many ways. But what is specially asked for on Hospital Sunday is something different. It is that open, free-handed giving which everyone some time or another in his life indulges in, and to which, be it said, he will some time or another look back with comfort and satisfaction. On Sunday, in every pulpit, people will be asked to contribute to the hospitals, and many as are the creeds and varied as are the formularies in accordance with which God is worshipped in our midst, it will be found that every creed and every formulary will allow alms for the hospitals to be asked for in the name of religion. On this broad platform of charity all faiths unite. Let us hops that all will vie with each other in well-doing. A great feature at one of the hospitals for the exclusive benefit of women is the number of patients who arrive at its doors in a critical condition. Yet the rate of mortality in the hospital stands at only one and fourfifths per cent., a fact which speaks more eloquently than any words could do of the skill and attention shown by the doctors and nurses. At this hospital excellent accommodation for the nurses has lately been provided at an outlay of nearly ?2,000. There is also a convalescent home to which last year 249 patients were admitted.
